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DescriptionDescription. It is made of a lid and a base in aluminium cast iron. On the lib, there is an aluminium piece which 
can be used as a simple lid, or as an ashtray; this ashtray can be easily emptied. The body is in steel or stain-
less steel of 1 mm (0,03 inch), with punched holes. The assembling of the lid, the body and the base is done 
with rivets. Under the lid, there is a metallic ring to put the plastic bag. Thank to its base with punched holes, 
the container does not keep the water in case of rain and outside use. 

Characteristics.Characteristics. Its design and capacity make of it an ideal product for commercial centres. In case of use for 
recycling, appropriate colours can be required: yellow, blue, green, grey, white and black.

Finishes.Finishes. Lid and base are in aluminium cast iron, with ashtray lid in anodized aluminium. Available in anthra-
cite painting colour or Ral9006 grey, recycling colours (blue, green, yellow) or satin stainless steel.

Fire resistance.Fire resistance. Fire resistant metal structure; does not cause toxic smoke, neither drops which spread fire.

Environment. Environment. Materials may be easily disassembled to be recycled and already contain a significant part of 
recycled products. The composition of these products guarantees a long life cycle.

Maintenance.Maintenance. Clean with a dry rag and a neutral soap.

Dimensions/Weight/Capacity.Dimensions/Weight/Capacity. (L x A) - 80 x 45 cm. (120 l.)

Packaging. Packaging. Carton box with inside plastic bag. 82 x 47 cm.

Guarantee.Guarantee. This product is guaranteed for two years according to the following conditions: the damage does 
not have to be deliberated, the consequence of a bad use or a bad handling.

Colors RAL.Colors RAL. 

Personalization. Personalization. Possibility to incorporate a text or a logo on the vinyl or screen printing plastic area. 
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